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ABOUT CIVIC’S PEACEKEEPING PROGRAM

CIVIC’s Peacekeeping Program links in-depth field research in the Central African Republic, the Democratic Republic of Congo, Mali, and South Sudan to research and advocacy at the national- and international-level. We capture good practices and lessons learned to inform policy and decision-making by UN peacekeeping operations, the UN Secretariat, and UN Member States. In 2019, the Peacekeeping Program is continuing to focus its research and advocacy to address six inter-related objectives that are linchpins to the effective protection of civilians through UN peacekeeping.

1) The UN Secretary-General and Member States continue to prioritize the protection of civilians through UN peacekeeping and view POC as an integral part of political strategies and solutions.
2) Peacekeeping operation planning and decision-making is linked to assessments of threats to civilians.
3) Peacekeeping performance is strengthened by ensuring that mandates are matched with adequate means.
4) Accountability systems for peacekeeping operation leadership and personnel are effective and transparent.
5) Member States, the UN Secretariat, and peacekeeping operations take steps to prevent, mitigate, and address harm that could result from their own presence, activities, and operations, and the operations of armed actors that they support.
6) Communities at risk of violence are safely and effectively engaged in mission planning and activities to protect civilians.

I. OVERVIEW

United Nations (UN) peacekeeping operations are one tool that Member States can employ to help promote international peace and security and prevent or halt violence against civilians. The Multidimensional Integrated Stabilization Mission in Mali (MINUSMA) was deployed to help stabilize the country in 2013 after the outbreak of violence in 2012. However, what began as a political uprising by marginalized groups in northern Mali in 2012 has become a complex web of inter-connected conflicts involving numerous national, regional, and international military forces, armed ethno-political groups, flaring inter-communal tensions, and violent extremist groups that threaten the lives of civilian men, women, girls, and boys.

Despite the presence of MINUSMA and other international military operations, the number of violent incidents in Mali has continued to climb sharply over the last few years with civilians paying an increasingly heavy price. According to one tally, conflict-related incidents accounted for 71 civilian deaths in 2016, 192 in 2017, and a staggering 815 deaths in 2018, primarily due to rising levels of intercommunal violence in the central regions of Mopti and Ségou. Signs so far this year indicate that threats to civilians will continue to escalate. In March, 157 civilians were killed in an attack on the village of Ogossagou in Mopti. This assault, in which members of the Fulani ethnic group were primarily targeted, was the single deadliest attack on civilians since the crisis began. It spurred what appear to be several retaliatory attacks against Dogon villages, including an attack in the Sobane Da village beginning on June 9 that claimed at least 101 lives and attacks against the Gangafani and Yoro villages.
on June 17, in which at least 38 people were killed. While the government of Mali is primarily responsible for protecting civilians under threat in Mopti and Ségou, the efficient and effective implementation of MINUSMA’s mandate is needed more than ever. Civilian lives depend on these efforts.

Peacekeeping operations, like MINUSMA, are different than any other bilateral or regional intervention in conflict-affected countries because they are civilian led, and have military, police, and civilian components that operate under the same banner. This composition allows missions to adopt a multi-dimensional approach to violence. They are also mandated to coordinate activities with UN humanitarian and development agencies that offer a wide variety of protection activities and services to civilians. However, leveraging the strengths of a multi-dimensional and integrated approach to peacekeeping requires strong strategic planning and coordination.

Although it is too early to assess the full impact of the expanded SPU, the early successes of the section are nonetheless worthy of monitoring and supporting.

The Strategic Planning Units (SPUs) in peacekeeping missions are tasked with many of the planning, coordination, and oversight functions vital to successful operations. Yet, even in missions with thousands of personnel deployed, SPUs are often seriously under-staffed—consisting of only one or two individuals. MINUSMA has invested in its SPU by building its capacity and empowering the expanded SPU team of six individuals to work alongside protection of civilians (POC) advisors, military, and police counterparts in a mission-wide integrated planning role.

During research trips to Mali in September 2018 and May 2019, CIVIC interviewed MINUSMA personnel and external stakeholders to better understand how the peacekeeping Mission is working to overcome challenges of integrated planning and coordination. While the scope of CIVIC’s research was limited, CIVIC identified some innovative approaches that could strengthen MINUSMA. At the time of CIVIC’s research, these efforts were just beginning to take root. Although it is too early to assess the full impact of the expanded SPU, the early successes of the section are nonetheless worthy of monitoring and supporting. Aspects of them could be adapted to and replicated in other missions if they continue to yield positive results.

CIVIC’s research identified early and expected benefits of the expanded SPU and new planning forums, including efforts to:

• break down existing silos in analysis and planning;
• improve the Mission’s efficiency and impact;
• increase the linkages between threat analysis and operational decision-making;
• ensure a balance between field office activities that are adequately tailored to local contexts but also serve overall strategic aims of the Mission; and
• safeguard against potential harm from MINUSMA activities, presence, and operations.

Based on our research, CIVIC recommends that:

• MINUSMA’s leadership continue to reinforce the strengthened role of the SPU and emphasize mission-wide strategic and operational planning initiatives;
• Member States continue supporting these initiatives with adequate funding for SPU positions;
• The Secretariat supports the work of MINUSMA officials to strengthen the SPU and integrated strategic planning, and to capture lessons on good practice from MINUSMA in this area; and
• The Secretariat also ensures that policy guidance and training for military, police, and civilian peacekeepers include clear information on the importance of integrated strategic planning and the respective roles of each component in this regard.
II. THE CHALLENGE OF COORDINATION AND STRATEGIC PLANNING IN MODERN PEACEKEEPING

Peacekeeping missions are often deployed into countries where dozens of armed groups with different motivations and tactics are actively operating and targeting civilians. To address conflict in these environments, peacekeepers are authorized and mandated to perform dozens and sometimes hundreds of tasks ranging from supporting the implementation of peace agreements, to stabilization, monitoring human rights violations, and engaging actors in dialogue at the sub-national level. Today, most personnel deployed to UN peacekeeping operations around the world are serving under missions that have protection of civilians as a critical mandated objective. MINUSMA is deployed into a complex environment and mandated to undertake all of these tasks and many others.

The structure and staffing of missions have changed to match the increasingly complex conflict environments into which they are deployed. Modern UN peacekeeping operations are multi-dimensional—composed of military, police, and civilian sections with different specialized roles. Through a joint leadership structure, they are also integrated with and required to coordinate with UN humanitarian and development agencies deployed in country. In the challenging environments where they are deployed, peacekeeping missions need strong coordination and planning structures to integrate the work of all these actors and successfully implement their multi-dimensional mandates.

The military component of peacekeeping missions—often referred to as the Force—usually has experienced planners in its ranks. The Force is broken up into sections with different tasks. For example, the U5 section is responsible for military planning, while the U3 section translates military planning into operations. Some missions have personnel assigned to a role termed U35 who help to bridge longer-term strategic
planning with operations. The police components of peacekeeping missions also have planning capacity, normally based in the Office of the Police Commissioner, to support strategic planning. While U5, U35, and some UN police officers have technical expertise in military and police planning, many have limited experience working alongside civilian colleagues as part of multi-dimensional UN efforts focused on protection of civilians rather than offensive operations.

Without strong processes and structures in place to lead on strategic and integrated planning, each mission section is left to carry out its activities in a silo.

Although peacekeeping missions are civilian-led operations, personnel within the civilian components and leadership structure of missions are rarely trained as planners. Nor do they have the same depth of experience or culture of strategic and operational planning that exist within most militaries and in the Force components of peacekeeping operations. Since at least 2009, the lack of civilian planners in UN peacekeeping missions and at UN headquarters has been identified as a critical gap in effective peacekeeping.\(^6\) Ten years later, the gap still exists.

Two integrated mechanisms that enable the coordination of mission operations and planning are the Joint Operations Center (JOC) and Strategic Planning Unit (SPU). The JOC is structured as an “information hub established at Mission Headquarters to ensure mission-wide situational awareness through integrated reporting on current operations as well as day-to-day situation reporting.”\(^7\) JOCs usually comprise a combination of uniformed and civilian staff dedicated to receiving and integrating reporting from all the different sections of a mission, holding weekly information-sharing meetings, and leading contingency planning. JOCs also lead on crisis management within missions and coordinate crisis response. Humanitarian and development actors are sometimes invited to JOC-led information sharing forums.

However, JOCs are not mandated to act as a strategic planning body. Because their focus is on situational awareness, information sharing, and coordination, JOC-led weekly meetings usually focus on more immediate threats and actions that will take place over a period of weeks rather than months. Some JOCs have resisted branching into the area of joint planning as it falls outside of the role they are tasked with in UN policies and directives. Other JOCs have increasingly tried to fill the planning gap by managing working groups where peacekeeping personnel across all sections can discuss or develop strategies, policies, and plans. Yet, even where JOCs lead working group sessions that seek to facilitate planning they do not necessarily draw a consistent or high-level group of actors that are empowered by Mission leadership to make decisions.\(^8\)

Without strong processes and structures in place to lead on strategic and integrated planning, each mission section is left to carry out its activities in a silo. The absence of overarching political and protection of civilians strategies makes it difficult for personnel to link their activities in a coherent way that supports achieving mandated tasks. In the best case, siloed activities can be meaningful, but have less impact than if the varied expertise and activities of different sections were used to reinforce each other. In the worst case, sections can communicate different and confused messages to external stakeholders or the action of one section can undermine the activities of another.\(^9\)

In Mali, integrated planning in the past has been particularly challenging, both within MINUSMA and between MINUSMA and UN agencies. Proximity matters for integration. While now housed in the same compound, until recently, the civilian and military components of MINUSMA in Bamako were located in separate bases in different sections of the capital. Significant time was required to
travel between the two bases, which undermined regular communication, coordination, and planning. Moreover, while MINUSMA does not have a counter-terrorism mandate, it is operating in an environment where violent extremist groups directly target MINUSMA bases, personnel, and contractors. Therefore, close coordination or cooperation with MINUSMA can present more threats than benefits to humanitarian agencies if this interaction is not well managed.

III. THE STRATEGIC PLANNING UNIT ON PAPER AND IN PRACTICE

Unlike the JOC, the SPU is directed to fulfill a much-needed strategic planning role. The work of SPU personnel comprises a range of activities that include ensuring a comprehensive policy framework is in place, managing strategic planning processes, advising mission leadership teams—including the office of the Chief of Staff—to help them make informed decisions, tracking implementation of reform agendas, coordinating budgeting and resource allocation processes, and leading on outcome and impact measurement. In many peacekeeping missions, this vast range of vital mission activities is relegated to only one or two individuals.

SPU officials are often overstretched and cannot dedicate their full attention to any one of their assigned roles. In interviews conducted by CIVIC in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) and South Sudan in 2018, peacekeeping officials observed that a significant amount of SPU attention is focused on constructing annual budgets and tracking mission activities to report against that budget through an established UN process referred to as Results-Based Budgeting. Because the capacity of SPU staff is so limited, this leaves little time for them to lead on strategic and integrated medium and long-term planning.

For example, one military peacekeeping official in South Sudan said the SPU, “deals with plans and budgets, but no one is looking out 12 or 18 months to the key stepping stones we need in our lines of effort. So, we are absolutely reactive instead of proactive.”

In addition to the wide range of tasks already included in SPU work plans, SPU officials will soon be responsible for overseeing a new Comprehensive Performance Assessment System (CPAS) for missions. The goals of the CPAS initiative, which many Member States advocated for, are to ensure operational plans are integrated and grounded in local context analysis and allow peacekeeping missions to better assess the impact of their activities and operations in terms of their mandated tasks and goals.

MINUSMA’s approach to improving integration and coordination across Mission sections has involved increasing the size and skillset of the SPU

Currently, missions focus primarily on reporting activities rather than impact. CPAS is a promising initiative that could generate vital data for understanding the contribution a peacekeeping operation makes to peace, security, and the protection of civilians. However, its implementation will place an additional burden on already stretched SPUs unless the existing reporting requirements on SPUs are reduced or SPU staffing in missions is reinforced.

MINUSMA has experienced similar capacity challenges to those highlighted by peacekeepers in South Sudan and DRC. MINUSMA’s approach to improving integration and coordination across Mission sections has involved increasing the size and skillset of the SPU and empowering it to engage in whole-of-mission planning with POC advisors, military, and police counterparts.
IV. STRENGTHENING STRATEGIC PLANNING IN MINUSMA

Over the past 12 months, MINUSMA has expanded its SPU team by reorganizing existing resources and budgeting for and hiring additional Strategic Planning Officers. The decision to reinforce the capacity of the SPU was driven by the Security Council’s emphasis on enhanced strategic planning in MINUSMA's 2017 and 2018 mandate language and by recognition within the Mission of this need. Stakeholders who spoke with CIVIC about the situation before the expansion of the SPU during our research trips to Mali in July 2017, May 2018, and September 2018, identified many of the same challenges to strategic planning that have affected other missions. MINUSMA personnel observed that, before the expansion of the SPU, Mission officials were working and planning in silos and communicating conflicting messages to external actors. They also noted that most of the SPU's capacity was absorbed by budgeting and reporting against the budget. While the Mission had some strategies in place and was in the process of drafting additional strategies to achieve mandated goals, stakeholders expressed concerns that the strategies were not yet sufficiently coordinated or integrated. Nor were these strategies always adequately based on analysis of violent incidents and threats.

MINUSMA officials also felt that there was a need to reinforce strategic planning to ensure efficient and effective use of their resources. When MINUSMA was originally deployed, its mandate focused primarily on providing support to implement the political agreement between the Malian government and armed groups in the north of the country. Since 2015, inter-communal violence has spread throughout the center of the country. Without any significant increase in resources, MINUSMA has had to grapple with how it can protect civilians and secure its own personnel in the center of the country without compromising its political role and operations in the north. MINUSMA's primary strategic priority remains support to implementation of the peace agreement in the North. However, when its mandate was renewed in June 2018, the Security Council added a second strategic priority task that calls on MINUSMA to implement, “a comprehensive politically-led Malian strategy to protect civilians, reduce intercommunal [sic] violence, and re-establish State authority,” in Central Mali.

Speaking about the constrained budget in 2018, one MINUSMA civilian official said, “We cannot afford to just do things for the sake of doing them, but [need to] ask, how does this contribute to the political strategy or the plan for the Center?” While stretched Mission resources and pressure from the Security Council for concrete, demonstrable progress presented challenges for the Mission, they have also created urgency around improving strategic planning. A MINUSMA military official told CIVIC that the expanded SPU “really helped with resource prioritization, especially with the current budgetary constraints.”

The SPU expansion included hiring a civilian budget and finance officer as well as fully embedding one military planning officer and one police planner in the SPU. At the time of CIVIC’s research in May 2019, the SPU comprised four civilian officials, one military official, and one police official. In July, Member States approved the 2019-2020 budget for MINUSMA, including one additional SPU position that will focus on implementing the CPAS initiative.

Since the SPU was gradually expanded, it has had the capacity to begin strengthening strategic planning and ensuring that planning is integrated

“We cannot afford to just do things for the sake of doing them, but [need to] ask, how does this contribute to the political strategy or the plan for the Center.”

- MINUSMA Civilian Official
across the civilian, military, and police components of the Mission. When CIVIC conducted research in October 2018, the SPU had already begun to make progress creating new forums for integrated strategic planning. In October, Mission personnel told CIVIC that they were hopeful the expanded SPU would allow MINUSMA to use its resources more efficiently and in service of overall Mission objectives and priorities, rather than individual sections. Confusion on who has tasking authority over assets can be a problem for civilian, police, and military personnel alike. Even where tasking authority is clear, integrated planning can help ensure tasking decisions are a consultative process and reflect the overall strategic priorities of the Mission.

Several military officials demonstrated this potential through the example of MINUSMA’s intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) equipment. “Civilian pillars don’t understand what they can and can’t do with these assets and how they request and how to use them for Mission effects, not just Force effects,” noted one MINUSMA military official. Peacekeepers noted that the ISR assets were primarily being deployed based on Force analysis and planning, rather than in consultation with civilian sections, based on their needs.

MINUSMA officials also observed that the expanded SPU and joint planning could help the Mission ensure its footprint of bases is aligned with mission-wide strategic objectives, not only military objectives and planning. “We need a Mission footprint, not a Force footprint,” concluded a MINUSMA military official. Some of these expectations were fulfilled in October 2018 when the SPU led a comprehensive review of the Mission’s footprint.

Building on the work of the Mission’s POC advisors and the civilian head of the Mopti field office, in December 2018, the expanded SPU began supporting the implementation of an existing, long-term strategy for MINUSMA’s activities in the Center. Then, in 2019, when the Mission decided to launch an operational response to escalating attacks against civilians in Mopti and Segou, the SPU played a key role in that response. The unit worked alongside MINUSMA’s headquarters and field-based POC advisors, military leadership, and the head of the Mopti field office to ensure that the response was integrated and included coordinated activities across all three tiers of protection. Peacekeeping troops conducted operations to improve security while also facilitating the deployment of civilian personnel to carry out activities and engage in dialogue with community members. MINUSMA’s initial operation in the Center, referred to as Operation Folon I, was also coordinated with government officials.

Reflecting on Operation Folon I, many MINUSMA officials felt that the operation helped deter potential attacks on civilians and improve security, at least in the villages where the Mission was able to engage. They viewed the operation as an example of how integrated action could be implemented in practice, and felt that the SPU had played a key role in building “a rapport between these [protection] pillars that didn’t exist.” A MINUSMA civilian official observed that, “strategic planning is key to get the protection of civilians as a guiding principle in all planned activities” and that the expanded SPU’s collaboration with POC advisors was vital in this regard. In particular, MINUSMA personnel stressed that having military and police planning officers in the SPU has greatly improved the ability of the SPU to effectively lead planning on integrated operations like Operation Folon I.

Beyond ensuring that operations in one area of the country are integrated and comprehensive, MINUSMA officials told CIVIC that improved strategic and operational planning could have other benefits. For example, it could ensure that
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- MINUSMA Civilian Official
the Mission was adequately prioritizing between the conflicting demands of multiple heads of field offices and better linking field-initiatives with headquarters priorities. Improved, whole-of-mission prioritization could then help MINUSMA avoid becoming overstretched and allow them to stagger military, police, and civilian activities in a way more likely to contribute to stability and achieve results than siloed activities.

Finally, MINUSMA officials told CIVIC that the expanded SPU and strengthened joint planning could also help the Mission to better link operations to threats, pre-empt violence, and take steps to prevent its operations from causing unintentional harm or triggering reprisals against the civilian population. “We have seen the same conflict areas at the same times of the year. Shouldn’t we be mapping those?” asked one MINUSMA military official. A second peacekeeper explained that threats were often seasonal. He said, “We need to get into a more deliberate strategy. If we know that every November, problems will start, why not have a protect[ion] operation every November?” According to MINUSMA officials, better analysis of threats and civilian-led decision-making could also help ensure the Mission considers potential harm from operations and forego operations that pose a higher risk to civilians. “We have to look longer into the future...to see what our short-term action means because it could actually be counter-productive,” emphasized one MINUSMA civilian official.

The expanded SPU can help build a strong link between threat analysis and planning, but improving the Mission’s integrated response to threats will depend heavily on other sections of the Mission as well. For example, threat analysis is not the role of the SPU. This responsibility lies with military officials in the U2 section of the Force, POC advisors, and peacekeepers in a specialized section of missions called the Joint Mission Analysis Center (JMAC). Additionally, many MINUSMA officials who spoke with CIVIC stressed the key role the JOC will need to play in operationalizing integrated response plans.

To make the Mission more responsive to threats, MINUSMA will likely also need to reinforce how these and other sections in the Mission function. The Secretariat has been supporting the in-mission deployment of a database called SAGE for tracking violent incidents. CIVIC’s research across different peacekeeping contexts indicates that further investment in SAGE is needed to improve situational awareness in peacekeeping operations.

MINUSMA officials who spoke with CIVIC explained that they hope the expanded SPU and integrated campaigns can also be tools for improving the linkages between peacekeeping activities and the humanitarian and peacebuilding interventions of the UN Country Team (UNCT) and other international non-governmental organizations. For example, in February 2019, the SPU led the development and finalization of a three-year Integrated Strategic Framework (ISF) for MINUSMA and the UNCT. The ISF identifies a common vision, joint priorities, and areas for more coordinated work between the Mission and UN agencies. Moreover, during Operation Folon I, MINUSMA took steps to communicate its plans with humanitarian actors, shared some information with them, and worked with the UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs to de-conflict the respective activities of humanitarians and peacekeepers.

In conversations with CIVIC, humanitarian actors emphasized the importance of aligning strategic priorities and threat analysis between the different stakeholders operating in Mali. With numerous organizations launching programs in central Mali to address inter-communal violence, both humanitarian actors and MINUSMA officials emphasized the need for coordination among these actors to prevent international engagement exacerbating tensions between communities. Several NGO officials felt that MINUSMA could play a constructive role in improving this coordination. “As an NGO working in peacebuilding, there is no coordination on that area. The UN Mission should be in the lead on that, or a part of that. But, as far as I am concerned, that is not happening,” said one
NGO official. However, humanitarians stressed the importance of maintaining their operational distance from MINUSMA to preserve their neutrality and access.

Several humanitarian actors expressed concerns that MINUSMA operations in the Center pose an unintentional risk to humanitarians and civilians because armed groups increase their use of improvised explosive devices in areas where these operations are launched. Because of this risk and because information-sharing around the operation was not always timely, CIVIC was informed that a number of humanitarian organizations chose to suspend their activities in areas where Operation Folon I was being carried out. Improved coordination by the expanded SPU at the strategic level could help align the activities of the Mission and humanitarians. This coordination—alongside ongoing engagement by UN OCHA and the Resident Coordinator/Humanitarian Coordinator under the UN integrated leadership—can help ensure peacekeepers and humanitarians are reinforcing each other’s efforts, without directly linking the activities of these stakeholders during operations.

V. CONCLUSION

CIVIC conducted its research for this issue brief in October 2018 and May 2019. In June 2019, MINUSMA’s mandate was renewed and in July 2019, a new budget was approved for the Mission. As previously noted, the status and importance of protection of civilians was elevated in MINUSMA’s new mandate. This adjustment to the mandate was much needed in light of escalating violence against civilians in the Center over the past several years. However, the new mandate will place further strain on resources as MINUSMA attempts to continue supporting implementation of the peace agreement in the North while reinforcing its presence and activities in the Center. Despite repeated calls by the Secretary General to match mandates with adequate resources, the UN General Assembly (UNGA) approved a 2019-2020 operating budget for MINUSMA that is $11,320,900 less than the Secretary General’s budget request, and $7,600,000 less than the expert Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions of the General Assembly (ACABQ) recommended the Mission be allocated. These reductions come even as the nature of the conflict and MINUSMA’s new mandate require it to increase its activities to protect civilians.

While MINUSMA’s most recent budget request was not fully funded by the UNGA, Member States did approve an additional post for the SPU to implement the CPAS initiative. This is good news for MINUSMA. The Mission’s expanded SPU will be vital in helping it balance the different tasks in its mandate, prioritize activities, and use its resources efficiently on activities that serve strategic aims. Pressure on the Mission to demonstrate its effectiveness and improve efficiency can be constructive and spur innovation. However, reductions and intense budgetary pressure can also undercut Mission performance. As a MINUSMA official stressed, Member States should recognize that “prioritizing means leaving something behind—not doing something.” Member States need to provide appropriate resources for the mandates that they authorize in the Security Council, including by continuing to support the expanded civilian, military, and police staffing of the SPU in MINUSMA going forward.

The expansion of the SPU in MINUSMA has enabled the cell to make progress fulfilling its intended role of leading integrated and strategic planning across Mission sections. Continued support and engagement by MINUSMA’s military and civilian leadership will also be needed to ensure the positive developments identified by CIVIC do not disappear when the military, police, and civilian personnel currently championing them rotate out of the Mission.
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